Date:

9/14/2022

To:

Interested Person

From:

Tanya Paglia, Land Use Services
503-865-6518 / Tanya.Paglia@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 22-118118 DZM AD – TIMBERVIEW
MIXED-USE BUILDING
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Brendan Sanchez | Access Architecture
500 W 8th St., Ste 115b | Vancouver, WA 98660
Brendan@access-arch.com

Owner’s
Representative:

Curtis Rystadt | C & J Property Development LLC
5454 NW 132nd Ave | Portland, OR 97229

Owner

C & J Property Development LLC
15525 SE For Mor Ct | Clackamas, OR 97015

Site Address:

9919 NE GLISAN ST

Legal Description:

TL 3300 0.04 ACRES, SECTION 33 1N 2E; TL 3200 0.22 ACRES,
SECTION 33 1N 2E
R942330840, R942334680
1N2E33AD 03300, 1N2E33AD 03200
2940

Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:
Plan District:
Zoning:
Case Type:
Procedure:

Hazelwood, contact Arlene Kimura at arlene.kimura@gmail.com
Gateway Area Business Association, contact at
gabapdxboard@gmail.com
East Portland Community Office, contact at info@eastportland.org
Gateway
RXd, Central Residential with Design Overlay
DZM AD, Design Review with Modification and Adjustment Review
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Design
Commission.
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Proposal:
The applicant seeks Design Review approval for a proposal to build an eight-story, mixed-use
affordable housing development on a site located on the corner of NE Glisan Street and NE 99th
Avenue in the Gateway Plan District. The new building will have 105 dwelling units and a
ground floor commercial space planned as a food hall / restaurant incubator space. The
project will be located on a 10,356 SF site (after ROW dedications). The building footprint will
be approximate 8,671 SF and the interior square footage excluding the basement will be
approximately 72,342 SF. The building will be composed of a mass timber frame wrapped with
prefabricated exterior walls clad with metal panels installed over a rainscreen. The primary
structural system will utilize glulam columns and beams and cross laminated timber (CLT)
floor/ceiling panels. These mass timber structural elements will be supplemented by steel
brace frames. The building includes an eighth-floor community room and outdoor deck for
residents. Loading will be located on the north side of the building and accessed from NE 99th
Ave.
Modification request [PZC 33.825.040]:
•

Reduce the loading area setback and perimeter landscaping standard to not provide the 5’
of L4 landscaping required for loading located along the north property line (33.266.310.E,
Table 266-8).

Adjustment request [PZC 33.805]:
• Reduce the number of required Standard B loading stalls from 2 to 1 (33.266.310.C.2.a /
33.266.310.C.1.c).
Design Review is necessary because the proposal is for exterior alterations in a Design Overlay
Zone.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant approval criteria are:


Gateway Regional Center Design Guidelines



33.805.040, Approval Criteria for Adjustments



PZC 33.825.040, Modifications that will
better meet design review requirements

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The 10,356 SF site (after ROW dedications) is located at the intersection of
NE Glisan Street and NE 99th Avenue and lies near the western edge of the Gateway Plan
District. The site lies within the boundaries of the Outer Southeast Community Plan and the
Hazelwood Neighborhood Plan. There are a number of recent and older multi-family buildings
located in the immediate vicinity as well as numerous single-family houses, including several
directly across NE 99th Ave. The property immediately to the north is Gilman Court, a six-story
apartment building, and immediately to the east is Glisan Commons, a five-story apartment
building with a community use, Ride Connection, on the ground floor.
The site is located within the Gateway Pedestrian District. The City’s Transportation System
Plan (TSP) classifies the site as “close to transit” and the abutting rights-of-way (ROWs) as
follows:


NE Glisan: Civic / Neighborhood Corridor, Major City Walkway, City Bikeway, Transit
Access Street



NE 99th: City Bikeway, City Walkway, Transit Access Street,

The Gateway District remains undeveloped relative to the amount of development potential in
the neighborhood and its proximity to the LRT system. Single-dwelling, residential uses on
large lots and post-war apartment buildings are interspersed among the suburban autooriented commercial strips along the high-volume traffic streets. The 2004 Gateway Regional
Center Design Guidelines provide a striking vision of a neighborhood transformation to a
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vibrant, dense, mixed-use community with a wide range of alternative transportation options
that would be second in size and scale only to the Central City.
The Hazelwood Neighborhood is among the largest neighborhoods in Portland, and the third
most populated. It includes most of the Gateway Urban Renewal Area, the Mall 205 Shopping
Center, and the Gateway Transit Center. While traditionally auto-oriented, the Mall 205 area is
beginning to experience redevelopment, with recent proposals including housing and office
space.
Zoning: The RX zone is a high-density multi-dwelling zone that allows the greatest intensity of
development scale in the residential zones. The zone is applied within Portland’s most intensely
urban areas, specifically the Central City and the Gateway Regional Center. Allowed housing
development is characterized by large buildings with a very high percentage of building
coverage. The major types of new housing development will be mid-rise and high-rise multidwelling structures, often with allowed retail, institutional, or other service oriented uses.
Development is intended to be pedestrian oriented, with buildings that contribute to an urban
environment with a strong street edge of buildings located close to sidewalks. The Design
overlay zone is applied to this zone.
The Design overlay zone ensures that Portland is both a city designed for people and a city in
harmony with nature. The Design overlay zone supports the city’s evolution within current and
emerging centers of civic life. The overlay promotes design excellence in the built environment
through the application of additional design standards and design guidelines that:






Build on context by enhancing the distinctive physical, natural, historic and cultural
qualities of the location while accommodating growth and change;
Contribute to a public realm that encourages social interaction and fosters inclusivity in
people’s daily experience; and
Promotes quality and long-term resilience in the face of changing demographics, climate
and economy.

The Gateway Plan District regulations encourage the development of an urban level of housing,
employment, open space, public facilities, and pedestrian amenities that will strengthen the
role of Gateway as a regional center. The regulations also ensure that future development will
provide for greater connectivity of streets throughout the plan district. This development will
implement the Gateway Regional Policy of the Outer Southeast Community Plan. Together, the
use and development regulations of the Gateway plan district: promote compatibility between
private and public investments through building design and site layout standards; promote
new development and expansions of existing development that create attractive and convenient
facilities for pedestrians and transit patrons to visit, live, work, and shop; ensure that new
development moves the large sites in the plan district closer to the open space and connectivity
goals of the Gateway Regional Center; create a clear distinction and attractive transitions
between properties within the regional center and the more suburban neighborhood outside;
and provide opportunities for more intense mixed-use development around the light rail
stations.
Land Use History: City records indicate there are no prior land use reviews for this site.


LU 82-100066 (Ref File #: MCF 63-82 PA)



LU 64-100193 (Ref File #: MCF 55-64 ZC) – Rezoning from R-7 to A-1-B.



LU 57-100235 (Ref File #: MCF 155-57 ZC) – Rezoning from R-7 to C-3.

Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed on 4/8/2022. The
following six Bureaus, Divisions and/or Sections responded with no objections and six of these
included comments found in Exhibits E.1-E.5:
•

Life Safety Division of the Bureau of Development Services (Exhibit E.1)

•

Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibit E.2)

•

Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.3)
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PBOT included the following conditions in their response:

•

o

Move ins/outs are to be scheduled as to not overlap.

o

Forward motion ingress/egress shall be demonstrated during the review of the
building permit and/or Public Works review.

Water Bureau

Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on 4/8/2022.
No written responses have been received from either the Neighborhood Association or notified
property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Section 33.825.010 Purpose of Design Review
Design review implements the Design overlay zone, strengthening these areas as places
designed for people. Design review supports development that builds on context, contributes to
the public realm, and provides high quality and resilient buildings and public spaces.
Section 33.825.055 Design Review Approval Criteria
A design review application will be approved if the review body finds the applicant to have
shown that the proposal complies with the design guidelines for the area.
Findings: The site is designated with design overlay zoning (d), therefore the proposal
requires Design Review approval. Because of the site’s location, the applicable design
guidelines are the Gateway Regional Center Design Guidelines.
Gateway Regional Center Design Guidelines
The Gateway Regional Center is the City of Portland’s only designated regional center. The area
is envisioned to redevelop into a highly urbanized, pedestrian-oriented center, with an overall
built size and scale second only to Portland’s Central City.
The purpose of design review is to carry out the urban design vision for the District by
emphasizing unique district assets in a manner that is respectful, creative, supportive, and
compatible with all its areas. Although the District is a complex urban environment, it can
become a cohesive whole with the use of these design principles.
Gateway Regional Center Design Goals
Ten goals for design review in the Gateway Regional Center have been established to enhance
the area’s design quality, support its livability, and guide its transition to a pedestrian-oriented,
active, urban regional center. They are:
1. Enourage urban design excellence.
2. Ensure that new development is at a human scale and that it relates to the scale and
desired character of its setting and the Gateway Regional Center as a whole.
3. Provide for a pleasant, rich, and diverse experience for pedestrians.
4. Assist in creating a regional center that emphasizes a mix of active uses and experiences
and is safe, lively, and prosperous.
5. Provide for the humanization of the Gateway Regional Center through the promotion of
parks, plazas, open spaces, public art, and trees.
6. Integrate and honor the diversity and history of Gateway.
7. Integrate sustainable principles into the development process.
8. Encourage the development of a distinctive character for subdistricts within the regional
center, and link them.
9. Encourage and incorporate transit orientation and usage.
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10. Enhance the physical and visual linkages between the Gateway Regional Center and
adjacent neighborhoods.
Staff has considered all guidelines and has addressed only those guidelines considered
applicable to this project.
A Pedestrian Emphasis
A1. Strengthen Relationships Between Buildings and the Street. Integrate building
setback areas with adjacent streets.
A2. Enhance Visual and Physical Connections. Enhance visual and physical
connections between buildings and adjacent sidewalks. Orient semi-public building
spaces to the sidewalk and street.
A3. Integrate Building Mechanical Equipment and Service Areas. Incorporate
building mechanical equipment and/or service areas in a manner that does not
detract from the pedestrian environment.
B Development Design
B1. Convey Design Quality and Building Permanence. Use design principles and
building materials that convey quality and permanence.
B2. Integrate Ground-Level Building Elements. Integrate the different groundlevel building elements with the building’s architecture.
B3. Design for Coherency. Integrate the different parts of a building to achieve a
coherent design.
B5. Integrate Roofs, Rooftop Lighting, and Signs. Integrate rooftop components,
functions and related screening elements with the building’s architecture. Integrate
exterior lighting, signs and any related structural equipment at or near the roof with
the building’s architecture. Orient lighting to highlight the building’s architecture.
B6. Integrate Ecological / Sustainable Concepts. Integrate
ecological/sustainable features or concepts with site and development designs.
C Context Enhancement
C1. Provide Opportunities for Active Uses at Major Street intersections.
Integrate flexible, active-use space opportunities at building corners facing major
street intersections. Locate access to the upper floors of buildings at these
intersections toward the middle of the block.
C5. Transition to Adjacent Neighborhoods. Orient the building mass of new
development toward the higher-density areas and/or active streets of the regional
center.
C6. Build on View Opportunities. Incorporate semi-public building spaces to
facilitate views to and from public amenities. Develop new buildings to emphasize
pedestrian views down streets or corridors at focal points or wayfinding markers.
Findings for A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, B5, C1, C5, and C6: In addition to providing
much needed housing, the proposed eight-story, mixed-use affordable housing
development in the Gateway Plan District will bring pedestrian activity and a sense of
place to the two streets it faces onto as well as to the major street intersection at its
corner. The new building will have 105 dwelling units, a ground floor co-working space
and large lobby, as well as a ground floor commercial space planned as a food hall /
restaurant incubator space.
The building will be durable, and highly sustainable. The building’s primary structural
system will utilize glulam columns and beams and cross laminated timber (CLT)
floor/ceiling panels with the mass timber structural elements supplemented by steel
brace frames. The uniqueness of this structural approach will be celebrated on both the
exterior of the building, as well as the experience of the interior spaces. In addition, the
use of mass timber framing has been proven to sequester carbon from the earth’s
atmosphere and will contribute to the project’s sustainability goals through materiality
and biophilic properties. The project will achieve a minimum of LEED Gold certification.
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In addition to the sustainability of mass timber, innovative and high efficiency MEP
systems, such as heat pump water heaters are planned for.
Whereas adjacent and recent development have used metal panel as an accent material,
through the Design Advice Request (DAR) process, the Design Commission supported
metal panel as the primary cladding material, noting that it will set a precedent of
elevated quality for future developments in the district. Fiber cement is not proposed
anywhere on the building. The project features accents in Parklex Prodema, a highdensity laminated wood panel product that is intended to bring the positive qualities of
wood, including natural color, warmth, scale, and texture, while avoiding the
maintenance issues of real wood. While early installations of Parklex (Parklex 1000) did
not hold up well over time, and often had to be replaced, the manufacturer has
reformulated the product. The new formulation of the material appears durable and
relatively low-maintenance. The applicant has provided examples of buildings built
about 10 years ago with the new product that are located in similar or harsher climates
that have successfully endured the test of time. The following is a description of the
product’s history provided by the applicant:
Parklex 1000 was introduced about 12 years ago. Around 10 years ago there was
delamination with the Parklex 1000 product. During that time all Parklex 1000
projects were replaced by their reformulated Parklex Facade. Parklex Prodema
spent a lot of time and money on R&D and testing for the Parklex Facade product
and since replacing the old Parklex 1000 panel (10 yrs ago) there hasn't been a
single failure with Parklex Facade. The main change is having a covalent bond
adhesion rather than a physical bond.
The building’s architecture features more complex upper floor articulation on top of a
more simply designed base. The upper seven floors provide visual interest with textured
panel cladding and an engaging window-wall patterning that lends a sense of movement
on top of a highly glazed ground floor that is well integrated with the building’s
architecture. The base is more regularized than the upper floors, providing a strong
foundation with tall storefront windows wrapping to both street frontages, canopies,
and a material change featuring warm high-density laminate timber. This laminate
timber also carries up to the eighth-floor amenity terrace along one window bay of width
on the south elevation. At the amenity terrace, the material wraps around from the
south to the west elevation. Rooftop components are set back from the primary facades
and are clad in a similar language as the building to provide a sense of architectural
coherence.
The building has frontages on two streets that are designated for active transportation
by the city’s transportation plan: NE Glisan Street and NE 99th Avenue. Both are
designated as city bikeways, city walkways, and transit access streets, and NE Glisan is
a designated Civic / Neighborhood Corridor. These streets will be successfully activated
by the proposed building’s ground floor design and program, and the building’s overall
design will have a positive impact on the public realm.
The ground floor is well served with active uses, including the large commercial use
which activates the intersection of NE Glisan St and NE 99th Ave. This commercial
space, planned as a food hall / restaurant incubator space, includes a large amount of
spill out space with canopy coverage where tables and chairs will be located. The
building’s design features a highly glazed ground level that provides human scale
adjacent to the sidewalk. The majority of the ground floor’s street facing façade area
consists of large storefront windows with active uses behind them and canopies that
extend out into the right of way. Canopy depths are 5’-9” and canopies are offset from
exterior walls by approximately 6” and are recessed under the cantilever above, thus
coverage provided exceeds 6’. The two entrance canopies have been raised to demarcate
entry points and allow for signage to be installed below, while the other canopies are
below the transom level to add human scale and visual interest to the ground floor. In
addition to ground level activation, the building includes an eighth-floor community
room and an outdoor deck for residents that highlights the intersection of NE 99th Ave
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and NE Glisan St. The outdoor space will generate activity and visual interest at the
corner for pedestrians.
While the project does provide vehicular access to the site for loading, the loading area
is minimized to the smallest size possible and no other onsite parking is included. The
loading access is located at the northern portion of the site, along 99th Ave where it will
not disrupt the pedestrian environment. It also serves as access to the electrical and
trash rooms to minimize the amount of service access points needed. The loading door
itself is located on the north elevation, a non-street-facing façade.
While it is an interior frontage that is not street adjacent, the building’s east façade will
be visible to pedestrians from vantage points along NE 100th Ave, especially through the
abutting property’s parking lot. The building’s design breaks up this rear elevation with
shifts in plane, materials, color, and patterning. At the base of the building this side of
the site is softened with trees and other site-obscuring vegetation and a 6’ cedar fence.
The proposal responds appropriately to the challenging relatively long and narrow site
and the diverse conditions at each property edge, while providing a quietly coherent and
articulated building. The primary corner of the building is oriented towards the
intersection of 99th Avenue and NE Glisan Street. The building acknowledges and
activates the important intersection with its unique corner design with an accent
material that runs vertically up the entire buildings. The open and expressed structural
frame at the eighth floor creates a recognizable architectural language that will serve as
a wayfinding element. It will also reinforce the gateway created by the water tower
across NE Glisan Street, by having two vertically emphasized architectural features
near the intersection. Ground floor commercial space is oriented towards the
intersection, and the lobby and co-work space are located mid-block along the
building’s 99th Ave frontage.
Overall, the building responds to both the existing neighborhood character and the
emerging context. The site’s two street frontages along NE Glisan St and NE 99th Ave
are highly activated by program and design. The southwest corner of the building is
emphasized to mark the prominent intersection and offer wayfinding. The use of
window to wall ratio and patterning of windows adds visual interest to the street facing
facades, while the non-street facing facades offer calmer, but still cohesive designs.
These guidelines are met.
************************************************************************************
33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements:
The review body may consider modification of site-related development standards, including
the sign standards of Chapters 32.32 and 32.34 of the Sign Code, as part of the design review
process. The review body may not consider modifications to standards for which adjustments
are prohibited. Modifications are done as part of design review and are not required to go
through the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development standards (such as
floor area ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or other standards that are
calculated based upon the size or intensity of the use such as the quantity of parking and
loading spaces) are required to go through the adjustment process. Modifications that are
denied through design review may be requested as an adjustment through the adjustment
process. The review body will approve requested modifications if it finds that the applicant has
shown that the following approval criteria are met:
A.
B.
C.

Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose of
the standard for which a modification is requested.
Mitigation of impacts. Any impacts resulting from the modifications are mitigated to the
extent practical.

************************************************************************************************
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1. Modification #1: Loading Standards, Placement, setbacks and landscaping, PZC
33.266.310.E – reduce the loading area setback and perimeter landscaping standard to
not provide the 5’ of L4 landscaping required for loading located along the north property
line.
Purpose Statement: A minimum number of loading spaces are required to ensure adequate
areas for loading for larger uses and developments. These regulations ensure that the
appearance of loading areas will be consistent with that of parking areas. The regulations
ensure that access to and from loading facilities will not have a negative effect on the traffic
safety or other transportation functions of the abutting right-of-way
Standard: 33.266.310.E – Loading Standards, Placement, setbacks and landscaping.
Loading areas must comply with the setback and perimeter landscaping standards stated
in Table 266-8: a lot line abutting an R zone lot line requires 5’ of L4 landscaping.
A. Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
B. Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose
of the standard for which a modification is requested.
C. Mitigation of impacts. Any impacts resulting from the modifications are mitigated to the
extent practical.
Findings: The building’s loading door will be located on the north side of the building, a
non-street-facing façade, and accessed mid-block via a driveway from NE 99th Ave.
Portland Zoning Code, 33.266.310.E, requires a loading area adjacent to a lot line
abutting a residential site to be buffered by a landscaped setback. The Modification
request, in tandem with the Adjustment request, will allow the loading zone to be more
compact than usual and to be tucked into the northwest corner of the site with minimal
impact on the building’s street frontages.
On balance, the Modification is consistent with the purpose of the standard. The
loading area appearance from the public realm along the sidewalk will consist mostly of
the small gap where the driveway intersects with the building’s frontage along NE 99th
Ave. The loading bay door is around the corner on the building’s north façade, and thus
is not on a street facing façade. The requirement that the loading area be set back and
landscaped is mostly related to screening the sights and sounds of loading from
abutting sites. In this case, the building that sits directly north of the loading zone,
itself has tuck-under parking along much of their shared property line where the
Modification is being applied. In addition, the need for screening is largely an issue
related to exterior loading areas. For this project, the area being screened is merely the
access to the loading area and not the loading area itself. The loading area itself is
interior and is thus fully screened by the building and the 100% obscuring loading zone
overhead door. In addition, a tall masonry wall will separate the loading entrance area
from the building to the north, and the wall will be embellished by providing
interspersed alternate coursing (soldier, rowlock), or the use of two colors of masonry to
create banding. Finally, PBOT has reviewed the proposal and did not have concerns
that access to and from loading facilities will have a negative effect on the traffic safety
or other transportation functions of the abutting right-of-way.
Generally, the non-conforming loading setback will better meet the design review
approval criteria than would a design that meets the standard being modified. The
required landscaping would have been located along an interior lot line and would not
have contributed significantly to the public realm. Conversely, modifying the standard
has a notable positive impact on the public realm. The proposed configuration allows
the building to have a pedestrian-friendly design along both its street frontages, NE 99th
Ave and NE Glisan St. Given the tight confines of the building’s loading area, strict
adherence to the standard would not allow it to exist in the proposed configuration and
would thus result in more of the building’s ground floor being used for loading, and less
being used for active uses that enliven the two adjacent streetscapes. The design as
proposed interrupts neither the building’s front façade along NE 99th Ave, nor its other
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street facing façade along NE Glisan St with a large overhead door and curb cut.
Instead, the building’s street facing facades have no vehicle conflict points anywhere
along their full lengths. The configuration proposed protects pedestrians and keeps the
vehicle movement area as far into the center of the block as possible, away from the
busy intersection. With respect to the unique design challenges presented by the rather
small and narrow site, the reduced setback landscaping allows the project to better
meet Gateway Regional Center Design Guidelines A1, A2, A3, and C1.
In lieu of the landscaping required at the loading zone, the project provides mitigation
by providing other landscaping. The site has no landscape requirement other than at
the loading entry area. The project proposes 437 SF of planting area within the
site. Specifically, along the east side of the building, where three trees will help soften
the less active interior lot-line building façade when viewed from adjacent properties
and the sidewalk to the east of the site. Additionally, 14 tall evergreen shrubs that will
mature to 3’ wide x 8’ tall are proposed along the east property fence line, with
evergreen groundcover. These will provide year-round interest for people viewing the
landscape area from within the building, from neighboring sites, and from the sidewalk
along NE 100th Ave. The groundcover is a flowering variety and will provide a food
source for pollinators, as well. In addition to the landscape, the project includes 200 SF
of paved outdoor seating areas along the southwest corner of the building adjacent to
the proposed food hall area.
Therefore, this Modification merits approval.
************************************************************************************
33.805 Adjustment Requests:
33.805.010 Purpose
The regulations of the zoning code are designed to implement the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan. These regulations apply citywide, but because of the city's diversity,
some sites are difficult to develop in compliance with the regulations. The adjustment review
process provides a mechanism by which the regulations in the zoning code may be modified if
the proposed development continues to meet the intended purpose of those regulations.
Adjustments may also be used when strict application of the zoning code's regulations would
preclude all use of a site. Adjustment reviews provide flexibility for unusual situations and
allow for alternative ways to meet the purposes of the code, while allowing the zoning code to
continue to provide certainty and rapid processing for land use applications.
The following adjustment is requested:
1. Adjustment #1: Number of Loading Spaces, PZC 33.266.310.C.2.a / 33.266.310.C.1.c
– reduce the number of required Standard B loading stalls from 2 to 1.
Purpose Statement: A minimum number of loading spaces are required to ensure adequate
areas for loading for larger uses and developments. These regulations ensure that the
appearance of loading areas will be consistent with that of parking areas. The regulations
ensure that access to and from loading facilities will not have a negative effect on the traffic
safety or other transportation functions of the abutting right-of-way.
Standard: 33.266.310.C.2.a / 33.266.310.C.1.c – One loading space meeting Standard A or
two loading spaces meeting Standard B are required when there are more than 100
dwelling units in the building.
33.805.040 Approval Criteria
Adjustment requests will be approved if the review body finds that the applicant has shown
that approval criteria A through F have been met:
A. Granting the adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be
modified.
B. If in a residential, CI1, or IR zone, the proposal will not significantly detract from the
livability or appearance of the residential area, or if in an OS, C, E, I, or CI2 zone, the
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proposal will be consistent with the classifications of the adjacent streets and the desired
character of the area.
C. If more than one adjustment is being requested, the cumulative effect of the adjustments
results in a project which is still consistent with the overall purpose of the zone.
D. City-designated scenic resources and historic resources are preserved.
E. Any impacts resulting from the adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical; and
F. If in an environmental zone, the proposal has a few significant detrimental environmental
impacts on the resource and resource values as is practicable;
Findings for A, B and E: One loading space meeting Standard A or two loading spaces
meeting Standard B are required for this site per Portland Zoning Code,
33.266.310.C.2.a / 33.266.310.C.1.c, and the applicant proposes to have one Standard
B spaces instead of two. It should be noted that the building will have 105 dwelling
units and were it to have only 5 less units by making some of the units larger and
getting the total count down to 100 units, the requirement for loading would drop down
to one Type B space, which is what the applicant proposes. Given tight confines of the
loading area of the building, adherence to the standard would not allow the ground floor
program to exist in the proposed configuration and would thus result in more of the
ground floor being used for loading.
Loading will be located on the north side of the building and accessed from NE 99th Ave.
The Adjustment request, in tandem with the Modification request, will allow the loading
zone to be more compact than usual and to be tucked into the northwest corner of the
site with minimal impact on the building’s frontage along NE 99th Ave. PBOT has
reviewed a loading demand study and other supplemental information provided during
this review and has concluded that the loading Adjustment proposed will provide an
adequate area for loading for the development and that access to and from the loading
area will not negatively impact the abutting right-of-way. PBOT’s response included the
following:
The applicant proposes to reduce the required loading requirement, as defined in
33.266.310, from one Standard A (or two Standard Bs) to one Standard B. To
support the request, the applicant provided a loading demand study, prepared by
Kittelson and Associates, dated June 9, 2022. PBOT Development Review staff
has reviewed the submitted professionally prepared study and agrees with the
methodologies, analyses, assumptions, findings and conclusions regarding
loading availability and capacity in the immediate surrounding area, noting that
similar sized unit apartment projects show average of 7 moveouts per year or .58
moves per month and the retail component does not trigger loading in accordance
with the zoning code. Therefore, PBOT recommends approval of the loading
adjustment subject to the following conditions below.
PBOT has no objection to the proposed Design Review or associated Modifications
subject to the following conditions:
•

Move ins/outs are to be scheduled as to not overlap.

•

Forward motion ingress/egress shall be demonstrated during the review of
the building permit and/or Public Works review.

On balance, the proposal will not significantly detract from the livability or appearance
of the residential area. The loading area appearance from the public realm along the
sidewalk will consist mostly of the small gap where the driveway intersects with the
building’s frontage along NE 99th Ave. The loading bay door is around the corner on the
building’s north façade, and thus is not on a street facing façade. The requirement that
there be two Type B loading spaces would enlarge the loading zone which would detract
from the livability of the area. The proposed configuration allows the building to have a
pedestrian-friendly design along both NE 99th Ave and NE Glisan St. Adherence to the
standard would not allow it to exist in the proposed configuration and would thus result
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in more of the building’s ground floor being used for loading, and less being used for
active uses that enliven the two adjacent streetscapes. The design as proposed
interrupts neither the building’s front façade along NE 99th Ave, nor its other street
facing façade along NE Glisan St with a large overhead door and curb cut. Instead, the
building’s street facing facades have no vehicle conflict points anywhere along their full
lengths. The configuration proposed protects pedestrians and keeps the vehicle
movement area as far into the center of the block as possible, away from the busy
intersection. With respect to the unique design challenges presented by the rather small
and narrow site, the reduced loading both meets the needs of the building operations
and improves the public realm.
For these stated reasons, these approval criteria are met.
Findings for C, D, and F: These criteria do not apply.
Therefore, this Adjustment merits approval.
************************************************************************************

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed eight-story, mixed-use affordable housing development in the Gateway Plan
District will bring pedestrian activity and a sense of place to the two streets it faces onto as well
as to the major street intersection at its corner. At the first floor, the use of wood and glass at
the southwest corner highlights the commercial space/food hall, and travels vertically up the
south façade to where the roof terrace is emphasized through the use of structural frame
expression. This design feature occurs at the intersection of 99th Ave and NE Glisan St and will
create a new wayfinding marker within the neighborhood. The design review process
implements the Design overlay zone, strengthening these areas as places designed for people.
Design review supports development that builds on context, contributes to the public realm,
and provides high quality and resilient buildings and public spaces. The proposal meets the
applicable design guidelines, modification and adjustment criteria and therefore warrants
approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of a proposal to build an eight-story, mixed-use affordable housing development on a
site located on the corner of NE Glisan Street and NE 99th Avenue in the Gateway Plan District.
Approval for the following Modification request:
• Reduce the loading area setback and perimeter landscaping standard to not provide the 5’
of L4 landscaping required for loading located along the north property line (33.266.310.E,
Table 266-8).
Approval for the following Adjustment request:
• Reduce the number of required Standard B loading stalls from 2 to 1 (33.266.310.C.2.a /
33.266.310.C.1.c).
Approvals per the approved site plans, Exhibits C-1 through C-43, signed and dated 9/9/2022,
subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B through C) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included as
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a sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must
be labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 22-118118 DZM AD." All
requirements must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other
required plan and must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. At the time of building permit submittal, a signed Certificate of Compliance form
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/623658) must be submitted to ensure the
permit plans comply with the Design/Historic Resource Review decision and approved
exhibits.
C. No field changes allowed.
Staff Planner: Tanya Paglia

Decision rendered by:

on 9/9/2022.

By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: 9/14/2022
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may
be required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on March 1,
2022 and was determined to be complete on 4/4/2022.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on March 1, 2022.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant requested that
the 120-day review period be extended by 111 days (See Exhibits A.12, A.15, A.16, A.22, A.25
and A.27). Unless further extended by the applicant, the 120 days will expire on:
11/21/2022.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
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use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Design Commission, and if
appealed a hearing will be held. The appeal application form can be accessed at
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/45477. Appeals must be received by 4:30 PM on
9/28/2022. The completed appeal application form must be emailed to
LandUseIntake@portlandoregon.gov and to the planner listed on the first page of this
decision. If you do not have access to e-mail, please telephone the planner listed on the front
page of this notice about submitting the appeal application. An appeal fee of $250 will be
charged. Once the completed appeal application form is received, Bureau of Development
Services staff will contact you regarding paying the appeal fee. The appeal fee will be refunded
if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for Office of Community and Civic Life recognized
organizations for the appeal of Type II and IIx decisions on property within the organization’s
boundaries. The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Please
contact the planner listed on the front page of this decision for assistance in filing the appeal
and information on fee waivers. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
If you are interested in viewing information in this file, please contact the planner listed on the
front of this notice. The planner can email you documents from the file. A fee would be
required for all requests for paper copies of file documents. Additional information about the
City of Portland, and city bureaus is available online at https://www.portland.gov. A digital
copy of the Portland Zoning Code is available online at
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/zoningcode.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Design Commission is final;
any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21
days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265
for further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on
that issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Design
Commission an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded after 9/28/2022 by the Bureau of
Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
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Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Submittal
1. Applicant’s project narrative
2. Original plan set – NOT APPROVED/reference only 3/1/2022
3. Applicant’s zoning analysis
4. Affordable housing letter from Oregon Housing and Community Services
5. Applicant’s response to DAR commentary
6. Applicant’s response to approval criteria
7. Neighborhood notification materials
8. Driveway Design Exception application materials
9. Project renderings – NOT APPROVED/reference only 3/25/2022
10. Planting plan – NOT APPROVED/reference only 4/20/2022
11. Fire and Life Safety Meeting Minutes
12. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 30 days
13. Stormwater Plan
14. Stormwater Calculations
15. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 30 days
16. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 14 days
17. Applicant’s revised project narrative
18. BES completeness response
19. Applicant’s incomplete letter response
20. Updated plan set – NOT APPROVED/reference only 7/26/2022
21. Parklex Prodema information
22. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 10 days
23. Additional Parklex Prodema information
24. Updated elevations – NOT APPROVED/reference only 8/19/2022
25. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 7 days
26. Final updated plan set including non-C-exhibits
27. Request for Extension of 120-Day Review Period for 20 days
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plan & Drawings
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Basement Plan
3. First Floor Plan
4. Second Floor Plan
5. Typical Upper Floor Plan
6. Eighth Floor Plan
7. Roof Plan
8. West Elevation Color
9. North and South Elevations Color
10. East Elevation Color (attached)
11. West Elevation B&W (attached)
12. North and South Elevations B&W (attached)
13. East Elevation B&W (attached)
14. Building Sections
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15. Building Sections
16. Enlarged Elevations & Details
17. Enlarged Elevations & Details
18. Enlarged Elevations & Details
19. Enlarged Elevations & Details
20. Enlarged Elevations & Details
21. Enlarged Elevations & Details
22. Enlarged Elevations & Details
23. Enlarged Elevations & Details
24. Enlarged Elevations & Details
25. Enlarged Elevations & Details
26. Materials
27. Landscape Materials Plan
28. Landscape Tree Plan
29. Landscape Planting Plan
30. Landscape Irrigation Plan
31. Landscape Details
32. Landscape Details
33. Landscape Details
34. Lighting Plan
35. Bike Parking Plans
36. Bike Parking Equipment
37. Signage
38. Rooftop Equipment Screening
39. Vehicle Maneuvering Diagram
40. Enlarged Ground Floor West Elevation – Color
41. Enlarged Ground Floor South Elevation – Color
42. Enlarged Ground Floor West Elevation – B&W
43. Enlarged Ground Floor South Elevation – B&W
Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
Agency Responses:
1. Life Safety Division of the Bureau of Development Services (Exhibit E.1)
2. Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibit E.2)
3. Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.3)
4. Site Development Review Section of Bureau of Development Services (Exhibit E.4)
5. The Bureau of Transportation Engineering (Exhibit E.5)
Correspondence: None received
Other
1. Original LUR Application
2. Pre-Application Conference notes, EA 21-077901 PC
3. DAR Summary Memo, LU 21-107671 DA
4. Incomplete letter

The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

